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Macron will have
to work hard to
salvage reputation
2018 France

Lara Marlowe

inParis

The French president’s
credibility was dented
by more than revolt of
the yellow vests

L

THERISEANDFALLOF
GERMANY’SPRAGMATIST
The underestimated easterner steered Germany through crisis.
But her pact with voters finally shattered
2018 Germany

Derek Scally

inBerlin

E

astern Germany’s lonely Baltic
coast is a beautiful if desolate
place at any time of year. Since
1990 it has been the constituency
of Angela Merkel. Although she was born
in Hamburg and raised 90 minutes outside what was once East Berlin, her political base since entering politics has been
the state of Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania, on the Polish border.
After almost three decades Merkel is
preparing her departure from the political
stage: handing over the reins of her ruling
Christian Democratic Union while remaining as Germany’s chancellor until 2021 at
the latest.
Although she is just 64, today’s
18-year-old Germans cannot remember
the time before her. And this as a late starter in politics who, with her mousy demeanour and watchful eyes, stumbled into politics in 1989, after the Berlin Wall fell.
Months later she found herself sitting at
the cabinet as a “quota” promoted by Helmut Kohl, as unity chancellor, to fill his cabinet quota of East Germans – or Ossis, or
easterners, to the former West Germany’s
Wessis – and women.
“I was a very efficient appointment,”
she joked two weeks ago. “I was still relatively young for politics – 35 – came from
the east and was a woman, so I ticked three
boxes.”
An iconic photograph, as striking as a
Vermeer painting, shows a young Merkel,
conspicuously inconspicuous in a boyish
haircut and denim skirt, sitting with fishermen in their hut on the island of Rügen, in
her constituency. Sun streams through the
window as they drink schnapps. The men
later said she had listened, asked intelligent questions and expressed no opinions
– echoing what many would say in decades
to come. “She gave the impression that she
understood us,” one said.
My favourite Merkel anecdote comes
from the CDU politician Paul Krüger, who,
like Merkel, was recruited to the Kohl unity cabinet in 1990. In Bonn the two Ossis
met each week to offer one other moral
support in their battle against shinier,
more polished West German politicians.
Then, one week, Merkel arriving with a
gleam in her eye. “What the Wessis know,
we can learn,” she told him. “But what we
know, they can’t learn: our training facility
has closed for good.”
Within a decade the underestimated
Ossi had risen from Kohl’s Mädchen to his
political executioner: snatching the CDU
leadership after a donations scandal, sidelining all rivals and squeezing into power,
with the narrowest of majorities, in 2005.
In the 13 years since then, mostly with
comfortable grand-coalition majorities,
she has steered Germany relatively unscathed through global political and financial crises and now leaves behind a prosperous country of record employment, steady
growth and a balanced budget.
This is a Germany more at peace with itself than ever before – yet clouds are gathering on the horizon: rusting infrastructure, a demographic time bomb, a growing
gap between haves and have-nots, and un-

answered integration questions.
Ever the pragmatist, Merkel reversed
policy – twice – on nuclear energy; five decades after the first reactor opened, and
four years before the last reactor goes
from the grid, Germany still has neither
guaranteed its “energy transition” renewables supply and infrastructure nor found a
permanent home for its nuclear waste.
Her early climate successes – she played
a crucial role in what became the Kyoto
Protocol and earned early “climate chancellor” plaudits – have been undermined
by rising greenhouse-gas emissions, ongoing lignite mining and a poisonous diesel
legacy.
Through hard work and an extraordinary capacity for policy detail, Merkel has
pursued a consensus style of statecraft
that has looked effortless at a time when
world politics is becoming increasingly
edgy, selfish and boorish.
Indeed, a huge part of her success has
been her ability to deal with creepy men of
varying degrees – from George W Bush’s
unprompted shoulder massage in 2006 to
Donald Trump’s bizarre Oval Office snub
last year, when he refused to shake her
hand for the cameras.
She has done all this during three decades hiding in full public view, with almost
nothing known about the private woman.
And her consensus-driven pragmatism
has normalised Germany’s role in Europe
to such an extent that, in 2011, a Polish foreign minister remarked that he “feared
German power less than I am beginning to
fear German inactivity”.
Many of Merkel’s great political achievements were about averting disaster. In February 2015 it was the chancellor who most
likely avoided a full-scale war between Russia and Ukraine with marathon all-night
ceasefire talks in Minsk, then flew straight
to another crisis summit in Brussels and a
stand-off with Greece over its bailout
terms.
The jury is still out on her role in the
euro crisis. Many around Europe are certain Merkel’s lack of flexibility compounded the misery in Greece. But few of these
critics remember her domestic constraints, political and financial, as Europe’s largest bailout contributor.
Using her trademark “small steps” style
– far too slow for many in the fast-moving
crisis – she nudged Germany away from its
rules-based dogmatism towards a more
pragmatic role bankrolling bailouts and
saving the currency, an approach that was
a long way from how the euro was sold to
Germans in the 1990s.
While the chancellor used the crisis to
copper-fasten the unfinished single currency, pushing backstops and greater
banking oversight, others found in the Ger-

man leader the perfect crisis baddy.
At home, meanwhile, Merkel did little
to oppose a counternarrative of Germany
as victim of others’ profligacy. Nor did she
silence domestic critics by pointing out
how Germany, as a safe haven for investors, benefited from rock-bottom borrowing costs and crisis-loan interest rates.
A decade on from that crisis a poisonous
prosperity chauvinism, which regards the
European Union as a cost rather than a
benefit, lingers in Germany’s European debate and has catalysed the rise of a new
class of contrarian Wutbürger, or angry citizens.
What began as protest against expensive infrastructure projects gathered momentum opposing the “alternativlos” – or
without alternative – euro-crisis logic Merkel deployed to rush emergency bailout legislation through the Bundestag. “If the
euro fails,” her mantra went, “then Europe fails.”
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The jury is still out
on her role in the
euro crisis. Many around
Europe are certain
Merkel’s lack of flexibility
compounded the misery in
Greece

Berlin MPs followed her loyally, but
many credit- and risk-averse Germans rebelled and abandoned her increasingly
centrist CDU in favour of the Alternative
für Deutschland. Its rise and rise – first on
an anti-bailout agenda and then on an
anti-immigration ticket – cannot be overlooked, with the mood before and after the
AfD obvious even in Merkel’s own political
home state.
In September 2013 I shadowed the chancellor for her final rally in the pretty Baltic
coastal town of Ribnitz-Damgarten, looking over her shoulder as she autographed
postcards for adoring supporters. “She
takes care of things and she’s calm in herself, that’s why we like her,” said one local
woman, Maria Willendorf, unconsciously
explaining Merkel’s winning formula. The
wily CDU leader reverse-engineered what
Germans wanted – political consensus
through soporific rhetoric promising to
solve problems without bothering voters –
and sold it back to them.
Three days after she signed those autographs, on federal election night, her party
fell just short of an absolute majority.
Three years – and one migration crisis –
later I followed Merkel back to Mecklenburg. This time, at a rally held indoors to
avoid hecklers, she had a haunted, exhausted air.

ooking back on Emmanuel
Macron’s election and inauguration in May 2017, one cannot help feeling a little sad for
Macron and for France. One remembers a proud young man’s solemn
walk across the courtyard of the Louvre to the tune of Beethoven’s Ode to
Joy. How the rain clouds parted as he
rode up the Champs-Élysées in the
back of a command car. The Irish
Times gently mocked the new president with the front-page headline,
“By Jupiter, the sun always shines on
Macron.”
Fast-forward 19 months, to December 2018. Macron was booed
when he sneaked out of the Élysée
Palace to survey the devastation of
the Champs-Élysées by rioters, and
during a furtive trip to a prefecture
they’d set fire to in the Loire. For 10
days, the president hunkered down
in the Élysée, pondering where it all
went wrong.
When he finally spoke, on the
night of December 10th, Macron
made a startling admission. He had
known about the “distress” of the
most disadvantaged. “It doesn’t date
from yesterday,” he said. “But we got
used to it, in a cowardly manner, and

hind them on the same rope was seen
as justification of privilege. His critics were allergic to Macron’s portrayal of France as a “startup nation”.
They seized on the slightest gaffe
to accuse him of arrogance, condescension or inappropriate behaviour. In a video posted by the Élysée,
Macron said France spent “a crazy
amount of dough and people are still
poor”. A youth called Macron by the
familiar tu and the nickname
“Manu”. Macron lectured him with
the words “You call me ‘Mr President’ or ‘Sir’.”
In Copenhagen, Macron called
the French “Gauls resistant to
change”. A photograph of Macron
with two West Indian youths created
a scandale. The bare-chested youth
gave the finger to the camera. The
other had just left prison.
All of the above might have been
forgiven, if Macron had delivered results. But economic growth remains
slow, unemployment high. Taxes
rise while public services diminish.
Decemberriots
The December riots made Macron realise that ordinary French people
need tangible improvements, fast.
He promised a ¤100 monthly rise in
the minimum wage, a cut in social security taxes for the elderly and overtime free of tax and social charges.
These measures will cost at least ¤10
billion, meaning France cannot comply with the EU’s 3 per cent ceiling
on budget deficits.
In September 2017, Macron made
an impassioned plea for reform of
the EU. France would show the way
by reforming its own economy, he
promised. He proceeded to reform
the labour code and the SNCF railway company – feats his predecessors only dreamed of.
When he resigned, environment
minister Nicolas Hulot said Macron
was not doing enough to fight global
warming. The cancellation of the carbon tax, to placate the yellow vests,
finished off Macron’s credibility as
the “Make our planet great again”

■ Final farewell: Angela Merkel is

preparing to leave the political stage.
Below: Bizarre snub: Angela Merkel with
Donald Trump in the Oval Office in March
2017, when he refused to shake her
hand. PHOTOGRAPHS: VIRGINIA
MAYO/AFP/GETTY, SAUL LOEB/AFP/GETTY
It was August 2016, almost a year since
she had left German borders open to a
huge flow of asylum seekers passing up
through the Balkans and Hungary. Fearing a humanitarian disaster, and with no
time to weigh up the consequences, she
tried to sell her far-reaching decision with
the sobre slogan “Wir schaffen das”, or
“We can manage this.” And, by and large,
Germany did manage it, at least initially.
Although resources were stretched to
their limits, social order did not break
down, and no one went hungry.
A year on from the peak of that crisis, attitudes had cooled towards the new arrivals, and the German leader, in her political
homeland. Elke Krass, a local woman told
me in the eastern town of Neustrelitz: “I
don’t remember any discussion about
whether we wanted a new wave of mass immigration. People want to know where
things are going. If Merkel knows, she’s
not telling us.”
Again a voter had touched on the source
of discontent: a huge act of social engineering and poor political communication.
That discontent had erupted eight months
later when scores of women, in Cologne to
ring in the new year, were groped and even
raped by northern African men, many asylum seekers.
The subsequent months, and a steady
stream of violent assaults involving terrorist attacks, overshadowed the millions of
recent arrivals neither assaulting nor raping anyone.
Germany’s “refugees welcome” refrain
was soon drowned out by the anti-immigration Pegida movement on its Monday Dresden marches, on which its members chanted: “Rapefugees not welcome” and “Merkel must go”.
Germany’s rendezvous with reality –
and globalisation – had cracked Merkel’s
promise to her fellow citizens: give me
your vote and I promise you comprehensive carefree political cover. The chancellor’s pact with her voters finally shattered
on December 19th, 2016, when a failed Tunisian asylum seeker drove a truck into a
Berlin Christmas market, an attack that
left 12 dead and 56 injured. The attack was
a huge blow to German confidence – shot
through with well-intentioned naivety –
about the risks of letting in more than a million people, good and bad.
Preoccupied by her 2015 decision, Merkel became increasingly withdrawn, and
Der Spiegel magazine dubbed her “the
woman in amber”.
Aides say she ran for a fourth term in
2017 only out of a sense of obligation to defend the postwar multilateral order in an
off-kilter world of Brexit and Trump, populism and nationalism. But her campaign
was a disaster, with furious anti-Merkel
protest drowning her out at public rallies,
and ended with the worst CDU result since
1949.
A struggling government in Berlin and
further state-election disasters prompted
Merkel, in Hamburg earlier this month, to
swerve off Germany’s political Autobahn
via the last exit guaranteeing a dignified departure.
Now it falls to her successor as CDU leader, Annegret Kramp-Karrenbauer, to
move beyond what she calls the “leaden”
consensus of the Merkel years. The new
German leader wants real political debate
– with robust political rhetoric – about
what Germany should want for itself and
why, at home and abroad. The rest of the
world is watching.

at the end of the day things went on
as if they were erased and forgotten.”
Macron’s oubli was all the more
tragic because he had analysed the
situation accurately in his 2016 autobiographical manifesto, Révolution.
He wrote of the “peripheral France”
made famous by geographer Christophe Guilluy, where people rely excessively on cars.
Macron wrote about the lack of basic infrastructure in rural France,
and France’s “visceral attachment”
to equality. Digital technology, he
noted, “cruelly reveals social injustice, the differences in standards of
living. It shows the poorest how the
rich live, which can feed frustration,
or even revolt.”
Two years before the gilets jaunes
burst on to the scene in their yellow
high-visibility safety vests, Macron
had diagnosed their problems. Yet
his administration relentlessly taxed
the vehicles they need to work and
live. Motorists had to pay for two
rather than one MOT test for older
vehicles. The speed limit was lowered from 90 to 80km/h on country
roads. Yellow vests vented their anger over the harassment of motorists
by sabotaging half the country’s traffic radars.
A 3 cent carbon tax per litre of petrol, 6 cent on diesel, ignited the revolt. Tax had been the root cause of
the 1789 revolution. Now mayors of
small towns have opened cahiers de
doléances or registries of complaints,
as they did in 1789. Yellow vests wear
Phrygian caps to demonstrations.
Macron is compared to Louis XVI.
Much of the hatred of Macron as
“president of the rich” derives from
three acronyms: APL, CSG and ISF.
The APL is the basic housing allowance, which Macron cut by ¤5 monthly. The CSG is the social security contribution, which he increased for old
age pensioners.
Wealthtax
The ISF was a wealth tax on capital
and property. Macron abrogated the
part on capital, on the grounds it discouraged investment. The left says
that cancellation was Macron’s “original sin”. Re-establishing the ISF has
been a consistent demand by yellow
vests, but Macron refuses.
When Macron’s bodyguard, Alexandre Benalla, masqueraded as a policeman to beat up demonstrators on
May 1st, the president failed to grasp
how bad it looked. His environment
and interior ministers showed how
little respect they had left for him by
resigning without warning in August
and October.
Macron’s gaffes were magnified
by social media and the 24-hour
news cycle. His repeated praise of
“lead climbers” pulling others be-
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Macron is no
longer a problem
for me or for Europe;
he’s a problem for the
French
crusader.
Macron had presented next May’s
elections to the EU parliament as a
contest between nationalists and progressives. Polls indicate Marine Le
Pen’s National Rally is likely to win in
France, which would further damage Macron’s standing in Europe.
Foreign leaders who Macron criticised have revelled in his troubles.
Donald Trump said the December riots proved the Paris climate accord
wasn’t working. Matteo Salvini, head
of Italy’s far right League, said, “Macron is no longer a problem for me or
for Europe; he’s a problem for the
French.”
‘Terroristacts’
The Iranian foreign ministry warned
the French government to “stop violence against its own people.”
Vladimir Putin and Recip Tayyip Erdogan made similar statements,
while Erdogan warned of a wave of
“terrorist acts” across France. The attack that killed five people in Strasbourg on December 11th raised the
spectre of crises on two fronts for Macron.
Macron has expressed determination to move ahead with reform of
the unemployment and pension systems. But the danger of antagonising
the street is so great that both appear
certain to be postponed.
France is at a historic turning
point, Macron said on December
10th. “We will not resume the normal course of our lives, as we have
done … in past similar crises, without
anything having been truly understood or truly changed.” The anger
of the yellow vest could prove salutary, he said.
When he called for a “new social
contract” for France, foreign minister Jean-Yves Le Drian said Macron
had put too much emphasis on competitiveness, not enough on fairness.
Macron seems to have understood
that.
“If he comes out of the crisis having learned to govern better, he may
regain credibility,” says the historian
and former cabinet minister
Jean-Noel Jeanneney.
But, Jeanneney warns, the 1789,
1848, 1871 and 1968 revolutions were
followed by right-wing backlash. The
revolt of the yellow vests has shown
that a nationalist populist coalition
similar to that in Italy could happen
in France. If Macron fails, extremists
will be the likely beneficiaries.
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Social housing yields to expensive apartments for the financial elite

W

Derek
Scally
Frankfurt
Letter
Affordable housing
is the biggest
political problem in
Germany today

ith “Just” and
“Married” signs
stuck to their backs,
Tobias and Stephan
are celebrating their wedding
in Frankfurt with an unconventional cycling tour through
Germany’s sun-drenched
financial capital.
Their first stop is a shady
square filled with half-timbered houses that could be 500
years old, but are scarcely older
than the couple’s marriage two
hours earlier. Tucked in behind
the historic town hall on the
Römerberg square, a postwar
reconstruction, Frankfurt has
torn down a 1970s concrete
block and replaced it with 15
reconstructed medieval houses
and 20 new buildings complementary to the historical
streetscape.
The project, dubbed architectural “repair work”, will be
opened officially in September
but mayor Peter Feldmann
says it has already “given the
old town back its heart”.

Even before the shops move
in, the area, a miracle of
German engineering and
stonemasonry, has proven a hit
with locals and visitors. In a
courtyard of stone pillars,
wooden stairs and balconies, in
a style best described as
“re-renaissance”, groom
number one, Tobias, delivers a
one-word verdict: “Wow.”
Minding the bikes outside,
groom number two, Stephan,
fends off wedding party
sceptics who see in the buildings a reactionary, architectural Disneyland. “It looks very
new now but in a while it will
look old and nice,” he said.
Trend
Frankfurt’s new-old town is the
latest example of a trend that
started in post-unification
Dresden, to restore old street
layouts with buildings destroyed by Allied bombers and
postwar planners.
In Frankfurt the architectural marriage of old, new,

borrowed and even blue – a
pretty building called Haus
Würzburg – is even more
striking, given its close proximity to the banking skyscrapers.
Pop down to the Main river
and head east, Frankfurt
visitors can take in another
remarkable architectural
landmark: the new headquarters of the European Central
Bank. It’s a striking 185m tower
that, from a certain angle,
looks like a 21st-century
deconstruction of the United
Nations’ East River headquarters in Manhattan.
The ECB’s arrival here three
years ago catalysed a three-decade urban renewal of the
surrounding Ostend district,
once a mix of markets, freight
depots and red-light district.
The city moved out the
market in 2004, then residents
– issuing compulsory orders for
those who refused to leave –
before demolishing swathes of
the neighbourhood.
Today, Frankfurt officials are

‘‘

In Berlin, rents have
jumped 51 per cent
since 2013. Munich
residents are paying
80 per cent more
than in the 1990s.
Frankfurt needs
30,000 apartments
more than it has

proud at how they have turned
around a former social ghetto,
expanded the city’s footprint
and opened it up to the river.
But critics call Ostend a
textbook example of everything you can do wrong in
urban renewal, with one
leading study noting a “slow
but clearly distinguishable
change in the social structure
favouring higher income
groups”.
The final result: social
housing has yielded to expensive riverside apartments for
the city’s financial industry
elite. Turn into the Wingertstrasse in Ostend and a sign on
number 21 promises “Perfection and Exclusivity”. Price:
¤300,000 for a 60sq m
apartment. The problem is that
83-year-old tenant Marianne
Ried doesn’t want to move out
of her home of 59 years.
“My husband and his
brother built the building, I’ve
lived here since then and now I
have to go,” she said.

UK ramps up Brexit diplomatic offensive
as May pays visit to Macron on holidays
inParis

Brégançon meeting
is unlikely to yield
a breakthrough
for Britain

Briefs
Afghanistan

Three foreign workers
abducted and killed in Kabul
chief, told Reuters.
The Malaysian national
was 64, the Indian was 39 and
the Macedonian was 37.
They were all travelling for
work with a local driver.
Sodexo had no immediate
comment.
“They were shot dead and
their bodies were found
inside a car,” said Nusrat
Rahimi, deputy spokesman
for the interior ministry.
Sodexo manages canteens
and facilities for offices, the
military, schools, hospitals
and prisons.
Its clients include the US
Marine Corps. – Reuters

mentary recess than a British
desire to divide and rule.
Unlike their French counterparts, British cabinet ministers
are also members of parliament and must be on hand to
vote. A similar spate of continental visits occurred during
the February recess.
The Élysée refused to comment on the Macron-May summit, although an unnamed
source at the Élysée told the Financial Times it takes place at
the request of Downing Street.
A British source said the two
leaders planned to meet for
some time, and that the French
proposed the venue.
An official British source
sought to lower expectations.
“There will be no outcome from
the meeting. No statement. No
declaration. It’s a standard
working meeting.”
The timing is nonetheless significant. Negotiations between
the EU and Britain are scheduled to resume on August 13th.

‘‘

The fact that
none of the
remaining 27 EU
members has
broken ranks on
Brexit is a source of
satisfaction in Paris
Macron is unlikely to make
concessions to May this evening.
The French leader is struggling to foster greater cohesion
among Europeans, so the fact
that in two years none of the remaining 27 EU members has
broken ranks on Brexit is a
source of satisfaction in Paris.
Britain has made overtures
to individual capitals, but the

French have maintained that
Barnier is the sole negotiator.
“I imagine Macron will tell Theresa May ‘we will be as constructive as we can, but Monsieur
Barnier will tell you our position’,” said a European diplomat in Paris. “The French are
certainly not going to undermine a French negotiator,” the
diplomat continued.
Jean-Claude Juncker, the
president of the EU Commission, will leave office after the
May 2019 EU elections. “If
Barnier succeeds in the Brexit
negotiations, he will be a strong
candidate to replace Juncker,”
the diplomat said.
British relations with Barnier have been tense. In an interview with the Evening Standard on the eve of his trip to Paris, Hunt said that “the probability of no deal is increasing by the
day until we see a change of approach from the European
Commission, who have this
view that they just need to wait
and Britain will blink”.
The most difficult issue to resolve after the Irish Border is
how to reconcile the indivisibility of the four freedoms of the
single market – free movement
of goods, services, capital and
people – with Britain’s desire

for free movement of goods
alone in a post-Brexit relationship.
The modalities of the UK’s departure are the top priority for
the EU, while post-agreement
arrangements are a greater priority for Britain. British officials warn of disruption to EU

economies if a deal cannot be
reached. Carolyn Fairbairn, director general of the Confederation of British Industry, told Le
Monde that 1.2 million jobs
could be lost in the EU.
Editorial comment:
page 17
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Raab met with the EU’s negotiator Michel Barnier for the first
time in Brussels on July 19th, after Raab replaced David Davis
as Brexit secretary.
Two important dates are
looming: an informal meeting
of EU heads of state and government in Salzburg on September
20th, and the October 18th European Council, when the EU
and UK are supposed to finalise
a divorce agreement.

SALE

Free €50 voucher when you bundle
any two large kitchen appliances
SAVE

€230

GreatFirewall
The Great Firewall, as China’s
elaborate system of internet
controls is known, is ostensibly
used to control violent and
pornographic content, but it is
also used to stymie any forms of
online dissent.
Search terms related to the
1989 crackdown on the
Tiananmen Square protests,
the Tibetan spiritual leader the
Dalai Lama, or other sensitive
issues are blocked.
Google’s main search engine

‘‘

China’s
system of
internet controls is
ostensibly used to
control violent and
pornographic
content, but it is
also used to stymie
online dissent
is blocked in China, as is its
video platform YouTube, along
with other western sites such as
Facebook, Instagram and
Twitter. Google ran a censored
version of its search engine

between 2006 and 2010 but
then decided to leave the
Chinese market as it came in for
heavy criticism from human
rights groups, which said it
contradicted the group’s “don’t
be evil” policy.
Artificialintelligence
In recent months, Google has
been more active in China, setting up an artificial intelligence
(AI) research facility in Beijing
late last year and launching a
game platform on WeChat, the
Chinese messaging and social
media platform.
There was a cautious welcome to the news online, although there were questions
about what the difference
would be between a “castrated”
version of Google and the current market leading search platform, Baidu. Patrick Poon, China researcher at Amnesty International, said it would be “a
dark day for internet freedom”.

SAVE

€80

Samsung
Frost Free Silver
Fridge Freezer
with Free 5 Year
Warranty#
Was €529.99

Samsung
55” UHD
Smart LED TV
Was €1129.99

Now Only
€899.99*
SAVE

€250

Now Only
€449.99*
SAVE

Kenwood Chef
Elite 6.7Ltr
1400 Watt Mixer
Was €599.99

Now Only
€349.99

€60

HP
14” AMD A6
8GB RAM 1TB HDD
Was €459.99

Now Only
€399.99

50 ye
ar
s

blacklisted searches on
domestic Chinese search
engines such as market leader
Baidu.
Google employees subsequently anonymously confirmed the project was happening, although the Chinese
state-owned Securities Times
denied Google was returning to
China, citing sources in “relevant departments”.

on record in Portugal was
47.3 celsius in 2003, in the
southern Alentejo region.
Several places in the
Alentejo are forecast to reach
47 celsius tomorrow, while
Lisbon could reach 43 celsius
– highly unusual for Portugal’s capital by the sea.
The Portuguese institute
of the sea and atmosphere
said the heatwave in coming
days will be similar to 2003,
the second worst year for
forest fires in Portugal after
2017. The interior minister
resigned last year over the
fires. – Reuters
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■ Britain’s prime minister
Theresa May with French
president Emmanuel Macron:
May’s diplomatic offensive
may be futile. PHOTOGRAPH:

Portugal went on high alert
yesterday as temperatures
threaten to beat record levels
in coming days, prompting
the government to warn of a
high risk of forest fires in the
first test of the country’s
readiness after the worst
fires in history last year.
The weather in Portugal
has been relatively cool and
wet so far in 2018 compared
to many parts of Europe, but
the government has gone to
great lengths to ensure that
the fires that killed 114 people
in 2017 are not repeated.
The highest temperature
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Google is working on plans to
launch a version of its search
engine in China that will block
controversial search terms and
some websites, according to
media reports, eight years after
it left the market over
censorship.
Investigative news site The
Intercept cited internal
documents and people familiar
with the plans saying Google
had been working on a project
code-named “Dragonfly” since
the spring of last year.
There was fresh impetus
behind the plan following a
meeting between Google’s
chief executive Sundar Pichai
and a top Chinese government
official, The Intercept said.
Among the censored terms
would be reference to dissent,
human rights, democracy, and
religion, similar to the

Winner-takes-all
urbanism brought us a
housing crisis: page 16

High alert for wildfires
as heatwave forecast

Google planning return to China
CLIFFORD COONAN
in Beijing

tackle the housing crisis, a
rental cap, was so full of
loopholes that many claim it
actually catalysed rent rises. If
the SPD cannot deliver on
housing, Nahles can forget
about reviving her party. After
coffee and cake, Nahles
promises the Frankfurt
pensioner greater effort on
housing but concedes “there is
a strong lobby on the move”.
Moving back behind Frankfurt town hall, the first residents are carrying boxes into
their faux-renaissance buildings. The demand for the
rent-controlled apartments
was so high, new tenants were
chosen in a locals-only raffle.
In their rush to silence
gentrification critics, however,
Frankfurt officials forgot a few
clauses in the contracts. The
first apartments are already up
on Airbnb.

Portugal

Ba

Mosthardline
Chancellor of the exchequer
Philip Hammond visited his
French counterpart, Bruno Le
Maire, on July 27th. Foreign
secretary Jeremy Hunt met the
French foreign minister JeanYves Le Drian on Tuesday. The
Brexit secretary Dominic Raab
saw European affairs minister
Nathalie Loiseau yesterday.
However, the diplomatic offensive may be futile. France is
determined that the UK not be
seen to benefit from Brexit, and
was considered the most hardline EU country even before Macron took office last year.
Hunt has also visited Austria, Germany and Portugal in
recent days, and British sources
say the diplomatic flurry is
more a function of the parlia-

SPDleader
Last week Ms Ried had a
special visitor: Andrea Nahles,
the new leader of Germany’s
centre-left Social Democratic
Party (SPD). Since signing up
to a third grand coalition with
Angela Merkel in Berlin, her
party remains on the wrong
side of 20 per cent in the polls.
Nahles knows that affordable housing is the biggest
political problem in Germany
today. In Berlin, rents have
jumped 51 per cent since 2013.
Munich residents are paying
80 per cent more than in the
1990s. Frankfurt needs 30,000
apartments more than it has,
while people like Marianne
Ried are being squeezed out.
A previous SPD effort to

Militants abducted and
killed three foreign nationals
working for international
food company Sodexo in
Kabul yesterday, deepening
concerns about security of
expatriates in Afghanistan.
A senior diplomat and two
Afghan security officials said
the three worked as cooks at
Sodexo, the world’s
second-largest food and
catering services company.
“An Indian, a Malaysian
and a Macedonian citizen
were abducted and killed. We
have found their bodies,”
Hashmat Stanekzai,
spokesman for Kabul’s police

Lara
Marlowe

British prime minister Theresa
May and her husband Philip
will break off their summer holiday today to call on Emmanuel
and Brigitte Macron at the
French president’s summer residence at Brégançon.
The Mays are due to arrive at
6pm French time. They will
dine with the Macrons after a
working meeting between the
two leaders.
May’s visit to Brégançon is
the fourth high-level meeting
between British and French officials in France in eight days. It
has strengthened speculation
that the UK is lobbying France
to be more lenient in Brexit negotiations.
The 14th century fortress is
built on a rocky outcrop jutting
into the Mediterranean near
Toulon, and was recently the
subject of controversy. The Macrons claim the residence
needs a swimming pool because their privacy cannot be
protected in the sea.

In the last five years she and
her neighbours have battled
new owners who have tried
everything to get them out:
windows replaced in winter,
heating defective for weeks on
end, and more.
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POSTCARD
FROMAHARD
BORDER
The EU has closed borders like this, so that its internal
borders can remain open. Keeping things that way is hard
work, but ‘the security of the entire EU may depend on it’

Derek Scally

inDorohusk,easternPoland

T

he surest way to raise a smile on
a Polish border guard’s face is to
mention Brexit buzzwords like
“frictionless” and “invisible”.
Brexit talks remain on a
knife-edge, as British officials struggle to
square the circle on the Border issue.
On the one hand, those anodyne adjectives describing the Irish Border from
March 29th, when the UK is due to leave
the EU. On the other, London’s promise to
take back from Brussels control of its borders and political destiny. But 2,000km
east of London, there is little room for constructive ambiguity.
Sitting in his office on Poland’s busiest
border with Ukraine, four hours southeast
of Warsaw, Cdr Robert Brychlik grins
broadly and shakes his head when asked if
an outer EU border can ever be frictionless
or invisible.
“There is no way this is possible,” he
says, because there is no technology in the
world that can prevent queues.
“Technical devices help us optimise and
shorten waiting times, but cannot solve
them entirely,” he says over a constant, low
hum of hundreds of idling engines outside.
“There is no getting away from the human
element.”
Leaving his office, a sprawling checkpoint complex opens before us: a
far-from-invisible sea of asphalt – unbearable in the recent summer heat – that covers
12 hectares, or almost 17 soccer pitches.
Men in green uniforms walk around busily
beneath a huge metal tower topped with
cameras and aerials. They haven’t gone
away you know.
A Ukrainian woman collects her passport from the checkpoint window and
walks back to her car, at the top of a long
queue, to drive into Poland.
The guards have a two-minute target for
checking private traffic – every vehicle is
stopped here – but all those two minutes
add up.
“Just two hours’ wait today, sometimes
it’s three,” says the woman with a tired
smile.
A few lines over, truck driver Maciej is
pulling out for the final run home into Poland. His truck is empty today but normally
he transports hygiene products.
“I got straight through today but often
you can wait here two or three days,” he

says. “It’s a real nightmare.”
The checkpoint at Dorohusk is a chastening throwback to how things used to be before EU open borders and a sobering reminder of how things are beyond the bloc.
Dead time here is measured out in hundreds of discarded, flattened cigarette
butts.
An hour before our visit, an enthusiastic
border police official in the nearby Polish
town of Chelm is anxious to explain, as he
puts it, “just how much hard work a hard
border can be”.
We watch a recent video of police in full
riot gear raiding apartments and arresting
surprised men in their underwear. Another video, clearly surveillance footage,
shows men loading black boxes onto dinghies before police swoop. Some 38 people, all suspected members of a criminal organisation, were detained for smuggling
80 million zloty (¤18.6 million) worth of cigarettes – a smugglers’ favourite in this part
of the world. Another image is of an intercepted smuggler’s drone carrying 86kg of
hashish.
Riotgear,guns&balaclavas
Watching the videos, though, all anyone of
a certain age from Ireland will see is the fatigues, the riot gear, guns, balaclavas and
other accessories of a past most hoped was
never coming back.
At 530km, the Poland-Ukraine frontier
is barely longer than the inner Irish Border
but is far more challenging to police. Beyond just five official crossings (compared
with more than 200 in Ireland), border
guards use helicopters, quad-bikes, boats,
dinghies, thermal cameras and more to
monitor forests and marshes around the
river Bug that separates the two territories.
Compounding the challenge are weather extremes. The river freezes in winter
and the water partly vanishes in hot summers, allowing anyone to walk across.
About 46,000 people were intercepted
last year making so-called “irregular entries”.
On the approach road to the Dorohusk
crossing, which handles about 40 per cent
of traffic between Poland and Ukraine,
more than 200 trucks are waiting in the
right-hand lane this Thursday morning to
leave Poland. In all it’s about 3km of idle
Ukrainian hauliers heading home for the
weekend – if they make it. Tomorrow it will
be far worse, says senior commander Arkadiusz Tywoniuk.
He is responsible for almost 90 per cent
of Poland’s border with Ukraine, here in
the river Bug region.
Despite the staggering waiting times,
the demands of globalised trade mean traffic continues to grow here and the checkpoint facility is facing its third upgrade
since 1990.
A bilateral “small border traffic” arrangement allows locals in a 60km corridor here cross the border easily. But there

A tale of two borders
Republic of Ireland-UK
v Poland-Ukraine

are restrictions: Ukrainians cannot exceed
90 days a year in Poland, must not travel beyond the border area and require a visa to
work legally.
Cdr Tywoniuk smiles quizzically when
talk turns to seamless borders. Such talk,
he makes clear, comes from people who
don’t understand why the EU has closed
borders like his: so that other EU borders
can remain open.
“We have the practical perspective and
we are responsible for security,” he says.
That means implementing security instructions for the Schengen free-movement area, such as a new rule to check all
cars, including those previously waved
through with only random checks.
And even these quick checks require considerable infrastructure, given that
767,000 vehicles passed this way last year.
Borderguards
The Dorohusk crossing employs 300 border guards and 260 customs officials who
work in shifts, 24/7, every day of the year.
All traffic arriving is funnelled through two
narrow lanes until it spreads out in the transit compound.
After entering, vehicles went their way
around a labyrinth of border police, customs, veterinary facilities, vehicle bays, toilet-shower blocks and warehouses. When a
bus arrives, all passengers disembark and
have their documents checked while they
pass through airport-like security.
We watch a guard in one cabin process a
truck driver in about five minutes, after
hours of waiting.
A wide, copper-coloured strip on the
road outside weighs the truck, and the
weight is compared to the registered cargo. A camera cross-references the registration plate with police databases. There are
carbon dioxide sensors to detect hideaways. A computer system assesses risk and,
if necessary, orders a physical cargo check.
In a nearby shed, a guard waves in another truck and attaches large metal sensors
to its underside, front and back.
Then he launches laptop software – that
has the slogan: “For security that doesn’t
miss a beat” – which, Cdr Robert Brychlik
says, detects any living creature inside.
Though people smuggling has dropped in
the last 18 months, Chechens, Russians,
Turks and even Iraqi stowaways still turn
up.
Walking around his domain, Cdr Brychlik says he has worked in the border police
service for 24 years. After serving on the
open Polish-Czech border, he was transferred 18 months ago to this closed, hard
frontier.
“My service wouldn’t have been complete without serving here,” he laughs, “on
a border that reflects the true spirit of the
job.”
Transitzone
As we leave the transit zone and walk
across the river Bug, stopping at the official
border in the middle, he points ahead to the
Ukrainian transit zone. There is only limited co-operation, he says, and low levels of
trust, between the two sides. After the bureaucracy on one side, drivers have to go
through it all again on the other.
“A lot of the waiting on the Polish side is
for the Ukrainians to process people,” he
adds. “Only then can we let people across.”
Back at Dorohusk, we stop off with Austrian officer Herbert Enzinger, on secondment from EU border agency Frontex.
“When you are used to openness it takes
some getting used to this border,” he says,
looking up from his computer. “It really is
hard.”
Talk to Polish border police about Brexit
and they admit they are not familiar with
the intricacies of the talks. They assume
everything will be done to ensure traffic
flow across the Irish Border will be as
smooth as possible.
But the officers here know outer EU borders better than any politician in Whitehall. And at the EU outer wall, they insist,
security takes priority over political or commercial concerns – regardless of the time
that takes.
“We are conscious that the security of
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Looser border controls
along the EU’s newest west
wall, he says politely, could
create problems stretching
across the EU. ‘After our
hard work here since 2004,
it would be hard to accept
that we do the work here
and they don’t there’

the entire European Union may depend on
our good work,” says Cdr Brychlik, walking
us down the corridor to Poland’s customs
agency, the NRA. It is the second port of
call for all incoming border traffic.
Dorohusk’s NRA chief Jacek Iwanczuk
lists his team’s more exotic finds over the
years: gallium; shoes made from the skin of
protected snakes, and one of the world’s
biggest-ever meteors, which attracted bus
tours of curious scientists.
Thoroughnessofchecks
Like his border police colleagues, Iwanczuk says thoroughness of checks goes before haste – even if there is perishable cargo in trucks. Though, as an outer EU border, no food and no dairy – raw or processed – are allowed in here.
When Poland joined the EU – and Schengen – in 2004, it assumed responsibility for
the bloc’s eastern wall. Some 14 years on,
Iwanczuk still remembers being made feel
inferior by western colleagues who doubted that Poland was up to the job.
Now that Poland has achieved some of
the highest border check standards in the
EU, Iwanczuk adopts a humourless smile
when asked about what is starting to feel
like the bad running joke of the day: the
idea of a soft, invisible outer EU border in
Ireland.
Looser border controls along the EU’s
newest west wall, he says politely, could create problems stretching across the EU to
here in the east.
“After our hard work here since 2004, it
would be hard to accept that we do the
work here and they don’t there.”
As Brexit talks go down to the wire, the
only point of agreement on the Irish Border so far is that no pre-existing model will
fit. The Scandinavian scenario between
Norway and Sweden is for the optimists,
while this Slavic scenario – with lights,
checks, towers, delays, fences and uniformed guards – is for the pessimists.
Dorohusk is where Brexit Border magical thinking comes to die.

Manywouldbridleattheideaof
comparingtheUKtoUkraine,or
theIrishlandBordertothefrontier
markedbythebrown,swirling
watersoftheriverBugseparating
UkraineandPoland.Butinsome
respectstheUkraine-Poland
borderisclosertowhatBritain
wantsthanthemuch-studied
Norway-Swedenborder.
Firstly,thedifferenceswiththe
UK-RepublicofIrelandsituation.
Therearecontrastsintermsof
scale:PolandandUkrainehave
populationsof38millionand45
millionrespectively, withabout
eightmillionpeoplelivingonboth
sidesoftheborderregion.
Therearealsohugeeconomic
disparities–betweeneachother
andwiththeEU.Poland’sper
capitaGDPincomewasroughly
halftheEUaveragelastyear
($17,192,comparedwithan
averageof$36,593)while
UkrainianGDPpercapita($7,894)
wasjustone-fifthoftheEUfigure.
WhileBritainandIrelandhave
hadpassport-freetravelsincethe
1920s,theSovieterawasoneof
closedbordersforPolandand
Ukraine.Then,just14yearsafter
thecoldwarended,thefrontierto
Ukrainetightenedagainwhen
PolandjoinedtheEU.
Geopolitically,theyareworlds
aparttoo:theUKisastable
constitutionalmonarchy,while
Ukraine’sburdenedhistorywith
Russia–asaSovietrepublicand
furtherback–complicatestheir
frozenconflict.
Mutualhostilitybetween
MoscowandKievislightyears
awayfromhowBrexittensions
havestrainedbutnotsnapped
constructivetiesbetweenLondon,
BelfastandDublin.
Ratherthanlookfarthereast,
manydiscussingtheIrishBorder
prefertomakeashortleap–
emotionallyandpolitically–toa
frontiermodelalong
Sweden-Norwaylines.
BrexiteersinsisttheouterEU
borderdividingtheseNordic
neighbourshasn’tundermined
closetiesandhasallowedforopen
borderssimilartothosebetween
theUKandtheRepublicofIreland.
ButNorwayisfarclosertothe
EUthantheUKclaimsitwantsto
beinthefuture.
NorwayispartoftheEuropean
EconomicArea,allowingfree
movementofpeoplewiththeEU.
ThoughNorwayisoutsidethe
customsunion,meaningitsetsits
owntariffsonimportedgoods,
goodsofprovenNorwegian-origin
areallowedintotheEUtariff-free.
Itisunclearifanyofthese
arrangementswillapplytotheUK
fromnextMarch;ahardBrexitwill
meantheUKcrashesout
empty-handed.
Currenttalks,inwhichtheUK
wantstodepartthecustomsunion
andpossiblythesinglemarketas
well,putsitfurtheroutthan
NorwayorSwitzerlandand–on
paperatleast–closertoa
so-calledthird-countrylike
Ukraine.
UnlikeUkraine,theUKhas46
yearsofpoliticaltiestoBrussels–
andcenturiesoflinkstothe
RepublicanditsEuropean
neighbours.Thatmayhelpsoften
anypoliticalandeconomic
turbulenceinuncertaintimes.
But,whatisclearafter18
monthsofhard-nosedBrexittalks,
nicewordsbutternoparsnips.

